Nanoindentation measurements near a high-angle grain boundary in a Fe-14%Si bicrystal showed dislocation pile-up and transmission across the boundary. The latter is observed as a characteristic displacement jump, from which the Hall -Petch slope can be calculated as a measure for the slip transmission properties of the boundary. D
Introduction
The properties of grain boundaries in metals have been subject to extensive research for decades due to their importance for macroscopic mechanical behavior. The hardening effect of boundaries in single-phase polycrystalline materials is commonly described by the proportionality factor k y in the Hall-Petch relation
where r y refers to the yield stress, d to the grain size and r 0 to the frictional stress. The classical Hall -Petch relationship is traditionally described in terms of a dislocation pile-up model causing stresses to activate dislocation sources in the neighboring grains or grain boundaries are regarded as dislocation barriers limiting the mean free path of the dislocations, thereby increasing strain hardening. For a review reference is made to [1] . The slope k y is considered as the ability of the grain boundaries to resist transmission of slip and is typically determined from deformation tests on specimens with varying grain sizes, giving an average value of k y for all grain boundaries.
In particular systems, other obstacles may also bound dislocation activity and thus govern the pile-up distance. The yield stress of these systems has been observed to obey a similar d À 1 / 2 dependence, where d is the characteristic distance between the obstacles. For example, Anand and Gurland [2] found that both cementite particles and (sub)grain boundaries affect the strengthening of spheroidized steel in a Hall -Petch type manner.
Subgranular microhardness testing has been used for a long time to measure grain boundary hardening due to solute segregation [3] , i.e. solid-solution hardening. Some researchers (e.g. Lee et al. [4] ) have attributed similar hardening observations near grain boundaries to the difficulty in transmission of slip across a boundary. In these and other experiments in literature, Ngan and Chiu [5] found a Hall -Petch type dependence of the hardness on the distance to the grain boundary, from which they calculated the Hall -Petch slope k y as a measure of the resistance to slip transfer across the particular boundary. This approach is however much disputed, as further indentation measurements on grain boundaries in Ni 3 Al showed no appreciable hardening [6] . Recently, Soifer et al. [7] carried out ultralow load (90 AN) nanoindentation experiments on high- In this study, we present a new method for probing the slip transmission properties of an individual grain boundary using nanoindentation. The volume between the indenter and the boundary confines the dislocation pileup in these experiments, leading to a dislocation burst across the boundary from which the Hall -Petch slope is calculated. The grain boundary resistance from slip transfer is thus determined independently of any hardening effect.
Experimental procedure
To accomplish an isolated and well-defined edge-on grain boundary, a Fe-14 wt.%Si alloy bicrystal was used. The surface was polished using a final polishing colloidal silica suspension. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) was employed to locate the grain boundary with respect to a grid of marker indents. Additionally, the EBSD analysis provided the boundary misorientation, which is represented by a (À 0.293, 0.120, 0.026) Rodrigues vector and does not correspond to any low-index coincident site lattice (CSL) boundary in body-centered cubic crystallography.
The nanoindentation measurements were carried out with a pyramidal Berkovich tip using the continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) technique [8] . In order to vary the distance to the grain boundary with the smallest possible increments, lines of indentations were drawn across the grain boundary at very low angles (< 3-). The azimuthal orientation of the indenter was chosen to have one side of the triangular impression of the Berkovich tip parallel to the boundary. The maximum indentation depth was 200 nm; the spacing between indentations was 3 Am. To exclude the possibility of mutual interaction between the plastically deformed zones of subsequent indentations, we compared lines of indents with spacings ranging from 3 to 10 Am in the matrix of the bicrystal; no significant deviations in the load-displacement data and the calculated hardness values were found.
Results and discussion

Observation of slip transmission
Results were obtained from three lines of 60 indents crossing the same grain boundary. Fig. 1 shows EBSD scans of the boundary crossings. For the circled indentations, a typical displacement jump is observed during the loading part of the indentation (Fig. 2) . None of the indents in the matrix show this behavior.
The jump is attributed to a dislocation burst following pile-up at the grain boundary. The bursts are only observed when one side of the indenter is facing the boundary. This was verified by an additional measurement with the indenter rotated 180-to eliminate the possibility that this observation is due to the crystallographic asymmetry across the boundary. The orientation dependence can be understood by approximating the stress field by a uniaxial pressure component perpendicular to the faces of the indenter, and recognizing that the resolved shear stress at the grain boundary is a maximum when one side is facing the boundary.
From Fig. 1 it is apparent that some of the circled indents cross over the boundary at the maximum indentation depth; however, from the load-displacement data and the indenter geometry it is readily concluded that the indenter is still well away from the boundary at the instant of the dislocation burst. The occurrence of the burst is strongly related to the distance between the indent and the grain boundary. If an indentation is made too far from the boundary, the pile-up shear stress at the boundary will not reach the critical stress value needed for slip transfer. On the other hand, if the indent is too close, the indenter will cross over the boundary before this value is reached, and no dislocation burst will Prior to slip transmission across the boundary, the accumulated stress appears as an increase in the measured CSM hardness. After the burst, the hardness is comparable to the values measured away from the boundary. Therefore, a peak is observed in the average hardness as a function of distance to the grain boundary, as shown in Fig. 3 . Significant hardening is measured only on the side of the boundary where the bursts occur; consequently, it is not ascribed to solute Si enrichment at the grain boundary [9] . The range over which the hardness increases is a few hundreds of nanometers, in contrast to a several micrometers in the measurements by Soifer et al. This could be due to the relative ease of cross slip in body-centered cubic materials, reducing the amount of pile-up at the boundary. The marginality of the hardening effect observed here suggests that reported measurements of grain boundary properties solely based on hardening should be viewed with caution.
Activated slip systems
Since the value of the Hall -Petch slope depends on the grain boundary parameters [10] , the geometry of our experiment needs to be known in order for a complete analysis to be conducted. Using the EBSD information, we can calculate the favored slip systems on both sides of the boundary, assuming Schmid behavior as a first approximation. In the indented grain, we assume again a uniaxial compressive stress perpendicular to the faces of the Berkovich indenter and calculate the resolved shear stress for all possible slip systems on {110} and {112} planes. Table 1 To predict the activated slip systems in the adjacent grain, we use the geometric criterion proposed by Shen et al. [11] :
where L 1 and L 2 are the normalized intersection lines common to the slip planes and the boundary plane, and g 1 and g 2 are the normalized slip directions in the pile-up and emission grains. The factor m is a maximum for the favored slip system, i.e. the angle a between the intersection lines and the angle b between the slip directions are to be minimized (see Fig. 4 ). The results of this optimization are summarized in Table 2 . Assuming a dislocation pile-up in the indented grain on the (112) [111] slip system as discussed above, we find that slip is transmitted easiest to the (101) [111] system in the adjacent grain with m = 0.82, a = 16-and b = 32-. Fig. 3 . CSM hardness as a function of the distance from the center of the indent to the grain boundary. Significant hardening is observed only in the grain where one side of the indenter is facing the boundary (i.e. where the distance is negative). Each data point represents the statistical average of five measurements. 
Hall -Petch slope calculation
The observed slip transfer occurs when the shear stress accumulated at the boundary is allowed to reach some critical value s* before the indenter hits the adjacent grain. From the center positions of the indents and the recorded load-displacement data, we can calculate the distance d from the indenter to the boundary across the surface at the instant of slip transmission. Since dislocations are nucleated at the surface during indentation, this distance can be considered representative for the volume that bounds the dislocation pile-up. Measured values for d range from 0.11 to 0.34 Am. With m representing the angles between the slip systems as in Eq. (2), the critical shear stress s* is given by [13 -16] 
where s a is the applied shear stress, s 0 is the intrinsic frictional shear stress resisting dislocation motion inside the grain and r is the distance to the dislocation source in the adjacent grain. Setting k y = 2m À 1 s*¾r [16] gives the Hall -Petch type equation. Eq. (3) becomes
Next, the applied shear stress s a is estimated from the indentation load P and depth h for which the dislocation burst is observed. Using the contact area function A c (h c ) of the indenter, and defining the contact depth h c according to Oliver and Pharr [8], we find
Assuming s 0 = 200 MPa [12] , we calculate the average Hall -Petch slope to be k y = 0.63 MNm À 3 / 2 with a standard deviation of 0.09 MNm À 3 / 2 . Although literature values for the used Fe-14%Si alloy are not available, our result agrees well with the reported value for a-Fe, k y = 0.583 MNm À 3 / 2 [17] . In order to verify the relation between k y and the misorientation factor m, a systematic comparison of different grain boundaries using the presented approach would be interesting.
Typical k y values for body-centered cubic metals at room temperature are on the order of 0.3-1.8 MNm À 3 / 2 . For most face-centered cubic metals, the Hall -Petch slope is an order of magnitude smaller (0.05 -0.1 MNm À 3 / 2 ). For the presented experimental method, this leads to a characteristic pile-up distance d that is two orders of magnitude smaller. Therefore, slip transmission is unlikely to be observed directly during indentation of these metals.
Conclusions
It was found that nanoindentation near a grain boundary leads to dislocation pile-up and subsequent propagation across the boundary. The latter is observed as a displacement jump in the loading curve of the indentation, from which a value for the Hall -Petch slope k y can be derived using the fact that the dislocation pile-up is bounded by the indenter on one side and the grain boundary on the other side. The result agrees very well with literature values obtained from macroscopic deformation. No appreciable long-range grain boundary hardening was observed, making earlier reports of Hall -Petch slope calculations from such hardening disputable. 
